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 Accessories

SAPOP; white plastic Ø70 mm; suitable top 
thickness ≥ 18 mm.

SAPOA; nature andolized aluminium with black brush, 
Ø90 mm; suitable top thickness ≥ 18 mm.

SAPRA¹; rectangular cable outlet comprised of two 
lids in nature anodized aluminium with black brushes; 
310 x 108 mm; suitable top thickness ≥ 18 mm.

Rectangular

Round

folds, rolls and creates flexible solutions like 
no other designs in the world.

Grommets

Round

HOWE combines simplicity and functionality 

All electrification solutions must be consulted 
with HOWEs Customer Service Team. 

with a focus on timeless originality. In every 
moving detail. This is why our furniture stacks, 
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 Accessories

L-shaped cable tray in black coated steel; mounted 
with screws; for table top thickness ≥ 18 mm; height of 
cable tray is 100 mm; works as a low modesty panel. 

Cable channel for Tempest, in polished 
aluminium as standard¹.

Cable channel for Moveo, in anodised 
aluminium as standard¹.

White plastic cable fittings to guide cables 
underneath the tabletop; a set consists of 
5 individual fittings. Suitable for all tables. 

Cable sleeve

All tables

Black textile fibre that bundles and protect 
cables. Suitable for all tables. 

Cable fittings

All tables

1040 mm

840 mm

Moveo

Clickable cable channel Moveo

Clickable cable channel Tempest

Tempest

Cable trays, channels & fittings

Cable tray

400 mm

HOWE combines simplicity and functionality 

All electrification solutions must be consulted 
with HOWEs Customer Service Team. 

with a focus on timeless originality. In every 
moving detail. This is why our furniture stacks, 
folds, rolls and creates flexible solutions like 
no other designs in the world.

640 mm
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